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Note – Due to the ongoing Covid-19 Pandemic, any Members of the public who wish to
attend the meeting, are required to contact committeeservices@southlakeland.gov.uk , at
least 24 hours before the meeting.
Thursday, 10 June 2021
Linda Fisher, Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist (Monitoring Officer)
For all enquiries, please contact:Committee Administrator:
Committee Services
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01539 733333
e-mail:
committeeservices@southlakeland.gov.uk
For all Licensing enquiries, please contact:Licensing Officer:
Rowland Wilson
Telephone:
01539 733333
e-mail:
licensing@southlakeland.gov.uk

AGENDA

Page Nos.
PART I

1

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN
To elect a Chairman for the meeting.

2

APOLOGIES AND RECONSTITUTION OF MEMBERSHIP
To receive apologies for absence, if any, and to report any arising changes to
membership.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive declarations by Members of interests in respect of items on this
Agenda.
Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of Conduct,
they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests or other
registrable interests which have not already been declared in the Council’s
Register of Interests. (It is a criminal offence not to declare a disclosable
pecuniary interest either in the Register or at the meeting.)
Members may, however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such disclosable
pecuniary interests which they have already declared in the Register, as well as
any other registrable or other interests.
If a Member requires advice on any item involving a possible declaration of
interest which could affect his/her ability to speak and/or vote, he/she is advised
to contact the Monitoring Officer at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

4

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
To consider whether the items, if any, in Part II of the Agenda should be
considered in the presence of the press and public.

5

INTRODUCTIONS
The Chairman will make introductions and read out the procedure for the
meeting.

6

APPLICATION TO LICENCE A PRIVATE HIRE VEHICLE CONTRARY TO
VEHICLE AGE LIMIT POLICY
To consider an application to licence a Private Hire Vehicle contrary to Vehicle
Age Limit Policy and to consider exemption from the requirement to display
Private Hire plates and signage due to the nature of the vehicle and the
business.

PART II
Private Section (exempt reasons under Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government (Access to
Information) (Variation) Order 2006, specified by way of paragraph
number)
There are no items in this part of the agenda.
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Item No.6
South Lakeland District Council
Licensing Regulatory Sub-Committee
Monday 21st June 2021
1. Application to licence a Private Hire Vehicle contrary to
Vehicle Age Limit Policy
2. Exemption from the requirements to display private hire
plates and signage because of the nature of the vehicle and
the business.
Michael Ian Heaps (Vintage Lakeland Tours)
Portfolio:

Cllr Robin Ashcroft

Report from:

Simon Rowley – Director of customer & commercial services

Report Author:

Rowland Wilson – Specialist - Licensing

Wards:

(All Wards);

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

An application has been received from a proposed private hire operator, Vintage
Lakeland Tours to licence a private hire vehicle for the first time. This, if granted, would
require the Council to dispense with the current vehicle age limit policy, in this instance
if deemed appropriate, as the vehicle in question is more than five years old and is not
a wheelchair accessible vehicle.

1.2

Exemption from the requirements to display private hire plates and signage is also
being requested because of the nature of the vehicle and the proposed business.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

1) Members are requested to determine the application and if approved, allow
the applicant’s vehicle to be licensed as a private hire vehicle, and be exempt
from the requirement to display private hire plates and signage. The
Council may attach to the grant of a licence such conditions as it may consider
reasonably necessary; and
2) Subject to this application being approved the applicant shall abide by all
other approved conditions of application for a private hire vehicle licence.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

On 25th January 2021 Mr Michael Ian Heaps, Vintage Lakeland Tours, submitted an
application to licence a Austin Heavy motor car as a private hire vehicle. The full
application can be viewed in Appendix 1 of this report.
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3.2

The vehicle:a) Bears the registration mark YW 7340;
b) Was first registered on 11 July 1928;
c) Has been owned by Mr Heaps since 10 November 2020;
d) Has travelled a total of at least 2554 miles on 28 December 2020; and
e) passed the MOT with no advisory notices recorded.

3.3

The Policy of the Council on the age of hackney carriages and private hire vehicles
states at article 3.5 (see Appendix 2):
3.5 Maximum age of vehicle
All hackney carriages and private hire vehicles, excluding wheelchair
accessible purpose built hackney carriages must be less than five years old
when first registered as hackney carriages or private hire vehicles.

3.4

To comply with this part of the policy, the vehicle that is subject to this report should
not be first licensed after 10 July 1933.

3.5

The age restriction policy was adopted to ensure that hackney carriages and private
hire vehicles met modern safety requirements and provided the travelling public with
reasonably up-to-date vehicles. One of the unintended consequences of the policy
was that it also ensured the vehicle fleet complied with the most recent vehicle
emissions requirements. This is particularly important, as it manages, as far as
practicable, the emission of noxious fumes and diesel particulates in the District. The
current EU emissions standards for passenger cars were updated in September
2014 (Euro 6), September 2011 (Euro 5b) and September 2009 (Euro 5a). The
standard set in Euro 5b contains maximum particulate emissions for the first time.
Although the limits were set on the dates outlined above, a transition period was
allowed in most cases to permit manufacturers to clear their old stock. For example
Euro 5b only came into force for nearly all new vehicles in January 2011. Due to the
age of this vehicle and being classed as a ‘historic vehicle’ within the V5 log book,
the exhaust emissions for the vehicle being considered today are not shown within
the log book.

3.6

The Hackney carriage and Private Hire Licensing Policy 2017 (See Appendix 2)
Version 7 effective from November 2018 at 10.1 states
Private hire licence plates are a statutory requirement and it is South Lakeland
District Council’s policy to require signage on private hire vehicles in line with
the conditions approved by the Licensing Regulatory Sub-Committee. These
measures identify a vehicle as a properly licensed private hire vehicle and avoid
confusion with hackney carriages.
However, private hire businesses providing what they refer to as executive hire
may wish to apply for exemption from the requirements to display private hire
plates and signage because of the nature of their vehicle(s) AND their
business. A Licensing Regulatory Sub Committee will determine any such
application where this policy cannot be implemented through delegation
arrangements.

3.7

Paragraphs 10.3 to 10.4 inclusive of Appendix 2 set out guidance to assist the SubCommittee in determining an application concerning the executive hire exemption.
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4.0

Consultation

4.1

On 29th December 2020 the vehicle passed its Private Hire vehicle inspection at T.C
Motors, A further vehicle inspection was carried out by T.C. Motors on 22nd January
2021 and the report shows the condition of the vehicle to be ‘In exceptional condition’
A copy of the two engineers reports can be viewed in Appendix ‘3’ of this report.

4.2

Pictures of the external and internal of the vehicle can be viewed at Appendix 4 of this
report.

4.3

A comprehensive business plan has been submitted by Mr Heap with his application,
and can be viewed at Appendix 5..

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (the Act) states that
A district council shall not grant such a licence unless they are satisfied (a) that the vehicle is
(i) suitable in type, size and design for use as a private hire vehicle;
(ii) not of such design and appearance as to lead any person to believe that the
vehicle is a hackney carriage;
(iii) in a suitable mechanical condition;
(iv) safe; and
(v) comfortable;
And may attach to the grant of a licence under this section such conditions as they
may consider reasonably necessary including, without prejudice to the generality of
the foregoing provisions of this subsection, conditions requiring or prohibiting the
display of signs on or from the vehicle to which the licence relates.

5.2

If the Council does not grant the application, or places additional conditions on the
licence, the applicant may appeal against the decision of the Council, if he is
aggrieved by the refusal to grant a vehicle licence under this section, or by any
conditions specified in such a licence. The appeal must be made to the magistrates’
court not later than 21 days after the aggrieved was served with written notification of
the decision of the Council.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

The current Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licensing Policy for South Lakeland
District Council is underpinned by the following objectives –
(i) The protection of public health and safety;
(ii) A professional and respected hackney carriage and private hire trade;
(iii) Access to an efficient and effective public transport service;
(iv) The protection of the environment
These objectives tie to the current Council priorities ‘responding to climate change and
enhancing biodiversity’, ‘reducing income and health inequalities’ and ‘working across
boundaries to deliver economic growth’.

7.0

Implications
Financial, Resources and Procurement

7.1

There are no financial or resource implications.
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Human Resources
7.2

There are no issues in respect of Human Resources

7.3

Legal

7.3.1

The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (the Act) regulates the
grant and renewal of private hire vehicle licences. Section 48 of the Act regulates the
issue of licences and is replicated in part at item 5.1 above.
Section 77 of the Act together with sections 300 to 302 of the Public Health Act 1936
regulate the means of appealing against a decision by the Council. This is explained
in item 5.2 above.

7.3.2

R v Hyndburn Borough Council in the High Court in 1992, ruled that it is possible in
law to have a policy of strict age limits provided that it is not an immutable policy. The
opportunity to depart from a policy must still be afforded if circumstances warrant it
and each application must still be treated on its merits. In the event of an application
for a private hire vehicle or hackney carriage being refused on the basis of the age
limit policy, the applicant would have a right of appeal to the Magistrates’ Court.

7.3.3

Article 6 of the Human Rights Act 1988 provides that everyone is entitled to a fair
hearing. Accordingly an applicant should be afforded the right of a hearing before any
decision is taken on his application. The applicant has been invited to attend to make
representations to the Licensing Regulatory Sub-Committee.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7. 4

Have you completed an Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
This process and the current Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licensing Policy
2018 have been subjected to an equality impact analysis and no issues were found.

Equality and Diversity
7.6

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.7

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
process and the current Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licensing Policy 2018
have been subjected to an equality impact analysis and no issues were found.

Risk
Risk Consequence Controls
required
Should members grant the
application, the operator may
use a sub-standard private hire
vehicle.

Risk
Consequence
Controls required
Members of the public
may be put at risk of injury
or death if a sub-standard
private hire vehicle is
licensed.

Risk
Consequence
Controls required
Members need to be
satisfied that the vehicle to
be licensed is maintained
in a safe and roadworthy
condition, and will
continue to be maintained
in that manner

Should members refuse the
application, or grant it with
conditions, the applicant has a

If the appeal is allowed,
costs may be granted
against the Council.

Members to be made
aware of the right to
appeal.
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Risk Consequence Controls Risk
Consequence Risk
Consequence
required
Controls required
Controls required
right of appeal to the Magistrates’
Court
Contact Officers
Rowland W Wilson Licensing Officer 01539 793255 Rowland.wilson@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
(delete if no appendices attached)
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Copy of Private Hire Vehicle Application

2

Copy of excert from SLDC Taxi Policy

3

Copy of vehicle inspection x2

4

Photographs of Austin Heavy YW7340

5

Proposed business plan

Background Documents Available
Name of Background document

Where it is available

Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1976

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1976/57/cont
ents

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
CMT

Date sent
21/05/2021
21/05/2021
01/06/2021
N/A

Circulated to
Lead Specialist
Human Resources Lead Specialist
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Date Signed off
21/05/2021
21/05/2021
03/06/2021
N/A
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Appendix 2

Extract from Taxi Licensing Policy Vehicle Age Limits
3.5 Maximum age of vehicle
1) All vehicles, other than wheelchair accessible vehicles, must be less than 5 years old when first
licensed as a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicle;
2) No Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicle, other than wheelchair accessible vehicles, will be
re-licensed after reaching 10 years old;
3) All vehicles that are wheelchair accessible vehicles must be less than 7 years old when first
licensed as a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicle;
4) No wheelchair accessible Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicle will be re- licensed after
reaching 14 years old;
5) Any vehicle may be licensed or relicensed outside of these age limits, but any such an
application must be referred to a Licensing Regulatory Sub-Committee for consideration

Extract from Taxi Licensing Policy – Executive hire

10. Private hire licensing: Executive hire, chauffer
services, airport travel etc.
10.1 Introduction
Some private hire businesses provide what they refer to as ‘Executive Hire Cars’. Although clearly
private hire vehicles, they are often used by companies, firms and hotels to transport visitors,
senior members of staff in a more discreet manner, and are perceived as being more akin to a
chauffeur driven vehicle than a private hire vehicle.
Private hire licence plates are a statutory requirement and it is South Lakeland District Council’s
policy to require signage on private hire vehicles in line with the conditions approved by the
Licensing Regulatory Sub-Committee. These measures identify a vehicle as a properly licensed
private hire vehicle and avoid confusion with hackney carriages.
However, private hire businesses providing what they refer to as executive hire may wish to apply
for exemption from the requirements to display private hire plates and signage because of the
nature of their vehicle(s) AND their business. A Licensing Regulatory Sub Committee will
determine any such application where this policy cannot be implemented through delegation
arrangements.
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This document sets out our policy concerning the executive hire exemption referred to above. It is
designed to help you to decide whether to make an application for exemption and to guide (but not
bind) the Licensing Sub Committee should they need to determine an application.

10.2 The type of work which may be deemed to be executive
hire
Examples of the type of work which are considered to be executive hire are as follows:
ort employees and clients on business related journeys
signage on it at the time of booking
ay be referred to as an executive hire
car (compared to what the hirer may pay for a non-exempt private hire vehicle displaying private
hire plates and signage) may be indicative (but not conclusive) that the nature of the business is
executive hire and that the exemption may be appropriate.
20

10.3 Types of vehicles which may be granted exemption
The average person may envisage an executive to travel in a prestige vehicle being of materially
higher specification than a standard vehicle. Examples of vehicle types perceived to be prestige
from the sample of people we asked were [Mercedes, BMW, Audi, Jaguar and Lexus].
The council do not wish to form a prescriptive list of acceptable vehicles because this may be
subjective and also require frequent update. Conversely, the council do not wish to restrict the
types of vehicles which may be top of the range and therefore deemed to hold prestige status.
Instead, the council set out a range of general criteria that leaves it open to the private hire vehicle
trade to put forward vehicles of its own choice which can be shown to meet the criteria. This will
enable flexibility if the circumstances merit it.
The following may be indicative (but not conclusive) that a vehicle is an executive hire car and
conditions that relate to executive hire therefore apply:

the vehicle without the need to move, remove or fold down any seat. Vehicle types which are
capable of seating more than four passengers will be considered for the exemption but will only be
licensed for, in the opinion of the authority, the number of passengers who can travel comfortably.
This consideration relates to the level of comfort that the average person may believe an executive
hire car should afford
manufacture
executive hire car include but are not
limited to cost, reputation, specification, appearance, perception and superior comfort levels
central locking and suitable front and rear headrests for each passenger
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10.4 Exemptions to executive hire
Private hire vehicle owners who undertake only executive hiring and wish their vehicles to be
exempt from the need to display a licence plate and identifying signage need to apply for
exemption which would be granted by way of an exemption certificate.
There is no longer any exemption for a vehicle from licensing where it is used only for carrying
passengers for hire or reward under a contract for the hire of the vehicle for a period of not less
than seven days. The abolition of a previously existing exemption, by the way of The Road Safety
Act 2006, Section 53 requires all such vehicles to be licensed as private hire vehicles and drivers of
such vehicles must hold a private hire vehicle licence. In general the following vehicles, if they seat
up to eight persons will now need a private hire vehicle licence:

services and school car services – if they are used for both patient transfer
and social events
If you are in any doubt as to whether you need a private hire vehicle licence or not, you should
contact the licensing team.
Refer to Appendix O for vehicle and driver conditions.
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Appendix 5

Vintage Lakeland Tours

Business Plan
Contents:
• About Me
• The Idea

• The Market
• My Customer
• My Competition
• Marketing
• Set Up Costs
• Financial Forecasts
• Exit Plan
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About Me:
Michael Heaps

I’ve lived and worked in the south lakes area all my life , except for
5 years from the age of 16 - 21 when i served in the Army with the
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards. Since leaving the forces in
1992 , i worked in outdoor retail for 9 years and have spent the last
19 years working at James Cropper plc from which i have just taken
voluntary redundancy to pursue this venture.
Growing up in Milnthorpe i was immersed in the world of vintage
vehicles ,which became a hobby and a passion through which i
have been very lucky to own a number of vintage and classic cars
and motorcycles over the years.
My second passion is The Lake District , it has a magic all of its
own , which i am fortunate enough to call “ Home” with my wife and
daughter for over 27 years . I’ve had a dream for over 15 years of
combining both my passions and offering guided tours of the Lakes
and Dales using a vintage car , but sadly life got in the way , but
now the opportunity has arisen for me to make this a reality and i
fully intend to see it through.
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The Idea :
To provide a totally unique experience which is unlike
anything currently available within the Lake District National Park or
the Yorkshire Dales National Park . Providing a fully guided private
tour using a 1928 Austin Heavy 12/4 Windsor Saloon . The vehicle
will be operated on a “ Executive Private Hire “ basis .
We will provide a combination of full / half day tours / experience
tours / mystery tours and wedding car hire services . Operating on
this basis is ideal , everything is pre-booked , private hire allows us
to make tours more personal and bespoke , giving the client the
option of building their own tour itinerary.
The use of a vintage car makes this not only a Unique experience
but Fun and Memorable also , which given time could make it an
“Attraction” in its own right. We also intend to utilise existing
attractions on our tours for example : boat trips , steam train trips ,
afternoon tea / drive and dine options etc…

Tour Options :
3 x Full day tour options , 2 based in the LDNP and 1
tour option of YDNP . These tour options also offer and include
additional excursions e.g. boat trips / steam train / cave tour .
2 x 1/2 Day tour options , both based in the LDNP ,
each separate tour covers the Northern and Southern Lakes
respectively.
2 x Mystery tour options , as the above 1/2 day tour
options , just more condensed with no major stops.
2 x Experience tours , these tours are based around
a short 1 hour tour followed by Afternoon Tea / Lunch or Dinner.
This will be run with affiliations to Hotels / Guest Houses / Tea
Rooms and Restaurants . Ideally offering a choice of a minimum of
10 different venues spread across the district.
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The Market :
Tourism - Over 15.6 million visitors annually
6.6 million stay overnight
Average stay 3 - 5 Days
Local - 20,000 local Residents
Corporate Opportunities - James Cropper plc ,
Mardix , Billerud , BAE Systems.

My Customer :
Will generally be middle aged with older children or
older persons visiting the area with friends of a similar age . The
Full and Half Day tours will appeal to the out of area visitor who is
staying over for a few days , these tours will also appeal to the
corporate sector when entertaining customers and potential clients.
Would also be of interest to the overseas visitor especially the
Japanese tourist on the Beatrix Potter trail.
The Experience Tours ,will appeal to all 3 categories , but i
envisage it being bought as a gift idea , so would be more
appealing to the local resident or the out of area visitor celebrating a
Birthday or Anniversary.
My Service is aimed at those smaller groups and couples looking
for something more than just a mini-bus tour , they’re looking for a
more personal and private tour where your not bound by time
restraints or waiting on someone else , they’re looking for a
memorable , immersive , fun and unique tour experience which is
the ultimate goal of Vintage Lakeland Tours .
Wedding car hire is an area of huge potential both locally and for
the out of area visitor wishing to get married in the Lake District ,
this is also another outlet for creating strong business links to many
local hotels and guest houses .
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My Competition :
Mountain Goat tours & English Lakes Tours
Both are very well established , with good business contacts ,
offering a wide range of tour options. They also offer other service
options such as Airport Services , scheduled tours and private
hire . Both operate using 8 & 16 seater mini-buses.

Strengths : Medium sized business , well established , good
tour options , good business contacts , fleet of vehicles.

Weaknesses : High overheads , nothing Unique , doesn’t
create excitement , covid 19 has hit them hard .

Comparable Services : Private hire tours .
Pricing : Depending on the tour £250 - £500

Lakeland Vintage Tours :
Strengths : Lower overheads , unique experience , bespoke
tours , easily managed , smaller groups more personal , competitive
on price

Weaknesses :

Small size , seasonal , possible vehicle
breakdown , initially only one vehicle

Opportunities : Form strong business links , expand tour
options , expand the business , gift ideas , corporate days out and
wedding hire

Threats : Established competition , extreme poor weather ,
covid 19 , taxation increases due to covid .
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Marketing :
This is the most important part of the business after SAFETY and
QUALITY . There will be 3 distinct areas that we will focus on …

1. Digital :
The main marketing tool will be our website , which is built and
is live , this works in conjunction with a dedicated Facebook , Twitter
and Instagram pages all designed to direct browsers to our website.
Third party associations websites i.e Hotels , Guest Houses ,
Holiday letting companies , Restaurants , local cruise companies ,
Haverthwaite Railway , White Scar Cave’s etc… we will have links
directing customers to their websites and theirs to ours.

2. Physical :
This would employ various methods , Discreet sign writing on
the rear of the car itself , leaflets and business cards to be
distributed around local Tourist Information Centres , Holiday Letting
Agencies and any associated businesses .
Trade fairs both Tourist and Wedding based and finally the very best
advertising there is Word of Mouth , which in turn will generate more
business and interest and hopefully a very strong Trip Advisor
following linking it back to digital marketing.

3. Local Press :
This is very important if I’m to tap into the local market . It is
this platform that i will use to initially do a business launch feature
with , ideally with the Westmorland Gazette and Local Choice
magazine and subsequently this is where i will advertise any special
offers / gift experience’s for birthdays , anniversaries etc…
Between these 2 publications i could make it through the front
door of every resident in the south lakes area .
In the north of the District i would be looking at utilising the
Cumberland News , so i can achieve full coverage of the local
area.
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Financial :
The initial funding for this start up is through my voluntary
redundancy package and a personal loan from from a friend . All
initial costs will be paid in full and the only debts the company is
liable for is the cost of the car ( detailed below ) to myself and Mr
David Rainbow .

Initial costs :
Car ( £10,000 me / £7500 David )
Insurance
PHV ( personal )
PHV ( operator )
PHV ( vehicle )
Plates ( exec ph )
DBS
LTS
MOT x 3
Medical
Total

£17500.00 ( loan to company )
£ 2000.00
£ 208.93
£ 360.63
£ 185.77
£ 180.16
£
54.00
£ 120.00
£ 180.00
£
66.37
£20,855.86

Additional Costs :
Servicing & Spares
Stationary
Website
Sundries
Accountant

£700.00
£300.00
£217.00
£300.00
£250.00
Total

£1767.00

Grand Total £ 22622.86
( Loan repayment to D Rainbow over 36 months @ £208.33
Loan repayment to myself over 60 months @ £ 166.66 .
Ideally Loan to Mr D Rainbow repaid in full after 24 months )
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1st Year Costs
Description

Annual

Monthly

Loan

£4499.88

£374.99

Insurance

£2000.00

£166.67

Fuel

£2300.00

£191.67

Licensing

£989.49

£82.46

LTS

£120.00

£10.00

MOT

£180.00

£15.00

Medical

£66.37

£5.53

Servicing / Spares

£700.00

£58.33

Stationary

£300.00

£25.00

Website

£217.00

£18.08

Sundries

£300.00

£25.00

Marketing

£2400.00

£200.00

Accountant

£250.00

£20.83

Total

£14322.74

£1193.56
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3rd Year Costs
Description

Annually

Monthly

Loan

£4499.88

£374.99

Insurance

£2200.00

£183.33

Fuel

£2700.00

£225.00

Licensing

£0

£0

LTS

£0

£0

MOT

£180.00

£15.00

Medical

£0

£0

Servicing / Spares

£500.00

£41.67

Stationary

£350.00

£29.17

Website

£220.00

£18.33

Sundries

£300

£25

Marketing

£2400.00

£200.00

Accountant

£275.00

£22.92

Total

£13624.88

£1135.41
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1st Year Projections
Wedding

Full

Half

Day

Day

Mystery

A Tea
D Dine

Avg Price

£300.00

£483.33

£337.50

£250.00

£100.00

Mar

0

0

0

2

1

Apr

0

1

2

2

1

May

1

2

4

3

3

June

1

4

5

4

5

July

1

5

6

4

6

Aug

1

5

6

4

6

Sept

1

4

5

3

5

Oct

0

3

4

2

2

# Tours

5

24

32

24

29

Value £

1500.00

6000.00

2900.00

- Fuel

-100.00

-648.00

-640.00

-360.00

-290.00

- Tickets

0

-1920.00

0

0

0

Total

1400.00

9031.82

10160.00

5640.00

2610.00

11599.92 10800.00

Grand total = £28,957.82 minus costs (excluding fuel , already
deducted) £12,022 leaves a 1st year operating profit of

£16,935.82
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3rd Year Projections
Wedding

Full
Day

Half
Day

Mystery

A Tea
D Dine

£300.00

£483.33

£337.50

£250.00

£100.00

Mar

0

0

0

2

2

Apr

0

1

2

3

2

May

2

3

4

5

5

June

3

4

6

6

8

July

3

8

8

6

8

Aug

3

8

8

6

8

Sept

3

6

6

5

6

Oct

2

4

4

4

4

#Tours

16

34

38

37

43

Value £

4800.00

16422.00

12825.00

9250.00

4300.00

- Fuel

-320.00

-918.00

-641.06

-616.64

-430.00

0

-2750.00

0

0

0

Avg Price

- Tickets

Total

4480.00

12754.00

12183.94

8633.36

3870.00

Grand total = £41921.30 minus costs (excluding fuel , already
deducted) £10924.88 leaves a 3rd year operating profit of

£30996.42
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Exit Strategy:
In the event of the company not meeting its financial goals then
the exit plan is quite simple , the value of the company is in the
vehicle itself . Due to the nature of the vehicle being a vintage car i
do not foresee its value depreciating , in fact its value should
increase over time. The vehicle currently has an agreed valuation
with the insurance company of £18,000 , should it be damaged
beyond repair or stolen .
As the company is starting with no debts to any third party other
than Mr Rainbow and myself , i do not anticipate any further debt
liability on the company’s behalf . In the event of closing the
business any outstanding monies owed to Mr Rainbow would be
paid immediately upon sale of the vehicle. The current value of the
vehicle on the open market is between £18000 and £22000 .
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